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Notation and Basic Definitions
Let V be a finite, nonempty set of symbols, which we will call the
vocabulary. Elements of V are denoted by letters, such as d,e,f,G,H,I,
etc. Finite sequences of symbols, including the empty sequence {e}, are
called strings and are denoted by late small letters, such as x,y,z, etc.
The set of all strings over a set such as V is denoted by V*.
A context-free grammar (abbreviated CFG) is an ordered four-tuple
G = (V, To P, S)
where
(a) V is a vocabulary of symbols.
(b) T is a proper subset of V called the terminals.
(c) P is a finite, nonempty set of syntactic rules P i
 of the form
U + x, where U # x, U is in V-T, and x is in V*-{e). For a rule
Pi
 = U + x, U is called the left part and x the right part
of Pi.
(d) S is a special symbol in V-T, the initial sal.
As is usual, we say that x directlyrop dunes y. (x a> y), and conversely
y directly reducesduces to x if and only if there exist strings U, such that
x = uZv and y = uwv and
•	 Z+w is in P.
x produces y (x *> y), and conversely y reduces to x if and only if
either
x=y
or there exists a sequence of nonempty strings w 0 , w19 ...,wn such that
x = w0 and y = w  and
wi => wi+1 (i = 0 9 1, ... n-1 and n > 1).
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x is a sentence of G if x is in T* -{e} and S produces x.
A context-free language (abbreviated CFL) is then the set of strings
x that can be produced by grammar G from its initial symbol S:
L(G) = {x: (S *> x) b (x G T* -{e})}
Let S produce x. A parse of the string x into the symbol S is a sequence
of rules P 1 ,...P n such that P
i
 directly reduces wj-1 into w
i
(3= 1,
 ... ,n)
and x=w ,S=w .
o	 n	 _
Let x = a l ,...a r
 be a string of symbols a i
 in T. Then, in some re-
duction sequence in which x = wo , let x reduce to w  = uak , ... ar , with u
in V* and 1 <
. k < r. If P.3	 J^directly reduces string w into *w.+1 and
Pjl directly reduces wj+l into wj+2 , then Pi. Pjl is called a leftmost
reduction sequence if
wj+l = u' a k -...a r u' in V*
and	 wj+2 = u" aON ,a 
r  
u" in V*
and	 k < k' < k" < r.
A parse P 1 ,...,Pn is called a leftmost
,
parse if and only if the sequences
Pi, Pi+1 are leftmost reduction sequences for i = 1,...,n-1.
If P 1	 n,.•.,P is a parse of string x into symbol S. there exists a
permutation of P 19 ... ,Pn that is leftmost. We define an unambiguous gram-
mar G to be one in which every x in L(G) has exactly one leftmost parse.
We next define a normal form for CFG's, in terms of which a leftmost
Parsing algorithm can be designed. The correspondence between this leftmost
P9	 9	 P	 .nparsing a l gorithm and a. udhdown automato  model to be introduced will then
become apparent. Subsequently, are algorithm for facilitating single-scan
leftmost parsing in a large class of grammars will be developed.
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Nom%il Form Grammars
A grammar G = (V, T, P, S) will be said to be in normal form if
all the rules in P are of the forms
	
Ai -* A i 1 Ai 2	 or Ai -► Ail
	
or A + Aa	 or	 -^ ak	 k1 k2	 Am	 ml
with Ail , Ail , A31 , Akl in V-T and a k29 aml in T. A very simple algorithm
exists for converting any grammar H into a grammar H' such that
L(H) = L(H'). Because of this algorithm, all derivations of sentences
in L(H) are in one-to-one correspondence with derivations of sentences
in L(H'). The algorithm works as follows:
All productions in P of H that are already in normal form are
taken intM P' of H'. The remaining productions in P are of the
form
X -► X 1 ...Xn
	(n > 2) & (X i E v).
Each production of this form is transferred to P' as a sequence of
productions.
iv ♦ J v- 1 Xv+1	 for v = 1, ... , rya- 1
where J n_ 1 is X. JO is Xl if X1 is in V-T of H; otherwise an ad- m
ditional rule of the form
JO0	 1
is included in P'. The J v are treated as new elements in V'-T' of
H	 and the J. are distinct from the elements in v-T of H.
The fact that the J. of the algorithm are "new and distinct" leads
to a simple proof of the one-to-one correspondence between derivations 	 s
of sentences in L(H) and L(H'): Since each rule of P corresponds to a
particular rule or sequence of rules in P', it follows that, for each
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derivation possible in H. there is a corresponding derivation in H', and
conversely. Because of this unique correspondence, it also follows that
ambiguity in L(H) is equivalent to ambiguity in L(H').
Leftmost Parses and Normal-Form Grammars
In order to describe the algorithm for producing leftmost parses of
the sentences of a grammar G in normal form, we introduce boundary
markers # to the vocabulary of G. A new initial symbol S' now takes-the
place of S in G. and three new rules are added to G:
Pi = S'	 J1 #
Pi = J 1 -^ j 2	 P3 = J 2 #
This has the effect of putting boundary markers at both ends of all
strings produced by the grammar.
Let W  = #a l ...an# be a string in the language of such a grammar.
In the initial step of the leftmost parsing algorithm, rule P3 is ap-
plied, yielding string
w  = J2 a l ...a n
 #
After i steps, wo has been reduced to
w i
 = J2 K1 ...Kr ag ...an #	 0 < r < s < n+l).
In this configuration, K1 ,...,Kr are all symbols of W-T in the grammar.
If wo is in L(A), the leftmost sequence of rules P3 = P 1 ,...,Pj are
precisely the first j reductions of the leftmost parse of w o t"S'.
For the (j+1)-th reduction, five different cases must be distin-
guished:
(0) S' does not produce w i , where w i = J2 K1 ...Kr as ...an #.
If S' does produce w i , we have to distinguish between the following
possibilities:
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(1) A rule of the form Pj+l	 Kr+l -#- as
 reduces w  to wi+l .
(2) A rule of the form P j+l = Kr -* Kr
 reduces wi
 to wi+1.
(3) A ru 1 e of the fom P j+l = Kr-1 -^ 
Kr-1 Kr reduces w  to wi +l .
(4) A rule of the form Pj+l = Kr -+ Kr as reduces wi to wi+1'
That only these cases need be considered is proved in [10].
In general, the decision concerning which of the cases (1) to (4)
apply for the (j+1)-th step of a leftmost parse must be made in terms
of context. As an example, there may exist rules in the grammar  having
Kr-1 Kr and Kr as on the right part. To decide which case applies at a
given step of the parse then requires knowledge of what symbols can be
adjacent to the symbols being reduced in that step while w 0 is a sentence
of G.
Case 1)
For a rule of the form Pj+l = Kr+l _► as to apply for the (j+1)-th
reduction, there must be one or more symbol Z in V-T such that Z -* Kr
Y is in P and Y !> K
r+1 u	 with u in V*.
Since the set {K: V '^> K u b u E V*1 can be constructed, the context in
which Case (1) applies can be found.
in which the rule Kr,+1 -►
 as applies.
Case (2
The pairs ( Kr , a s ) are the contexts
For a rule of the form Pj+l = Kr -} Kr to apply for the (j+l)-th re-
duction, there must be one or more symbols Z in V-T such that either
Z Kr-1 Y is	 in P
and Y *> Xu , with u in P.
and X RT where R A > KIr
and T *> a sy, with y in P.	
9
or Z- Ya s is in P
and Y *> uX with u in V*
and X KrRIR
where R *	 Kr.
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The pairs (Kr_ l , a s ) are the contexts in which the rule Kr + Kr
 applies.
Case 3
For a rule of the form Pi+1 = Kr_l
	
Kr-1 Kr to apply for the (J+1)-th
reduction, there must be one or more symbols Z in V-T such that
Z + YX is in P
and	 X S> as u, with a in V*.
and	 Y t> w Kr-1
 with w in V*
The pairs (K„_ 1 , a
s
 are the contexts in which the rule 
Kr-1 
	
Kr-1 K
applies.
Case 4)
For a rule of the form P3+1 = Kr + Kr
 as
 to apply for the (j+l)-th
reduction, there must be one or more symbols Z in V-T such that
Z -►
 Kr_ l
 Y	 is in P
and	 Y> Kr u
	 with u in V*.
The pairs (Kr_ 1 , as ) are the contexts in which rule Kr -). K
r 
 as
 applies.
After the contexts for which cases (1) - (4) apply have been de-
termined, there may in general still exist rules having the same contexts.i
The existence of such rules in a grammar may imply the necessity of back-
tracking methods for use inarsin a given string of that grammar. Or.p	 g	 9	 9	 9	 a
such a grammar may be ambiguous. In the following section, we sketch a
formal model for this normal —form leftmost parsing algorithm. This model
is a pushdown automaton (abbreviated PDA) having a single pushdown store,
or stack. In terms of this model, we can present an algorithm for elimi-
nating the necessity of backtracking in a large class of unambiguous CFL's.
1
a
— ] —
Pushdown Automaton Parsing Model
A pushdown automaton acceptor A is defined to be an eight-tuple
A = (Q s
 T o No D, M, #* Sot F)
such that
(a) Q is a finite set, called the states of the machins,
(b) T is a finite set of symbols, called the input-tom vocabulary.
(c) N is a finite set of symbols, called theusp hdown-st ore vocabulary.
(d) D = 11, 2, 31 is called the instruction set.
(e) M is a mapping of Q x (T U{e}) X (N U (e)) into the finite sub-
sets of Q X (N U {el) X D.
(f) # is a special symbol such that
#=TnN.
(g) So is the initial state of a computation and F is called the
i
final state.
By analogy to our notation regarding CFL ' s, ve define an initial
configuration of a computation to be C o = (# So x #), where x is the
I
input string to be accepted. The final configuration is (# F #).
The computation of the machine is essentially a reduction sequence
that reduces Co to the final configuration. Let C  and Cj+1 be two con-
figurations of a computation. Then, C. directly reduces to C +`
J	 ^l
(Ca
	 Cj+1) if Cj = (# t Z S1 a w #) and CJ+1 = (# t y S 2 b w #) and
(S 21 Y, d) is in M(S 1 , a, Z).
(a) If d = 1 0 (b = a) b (y = Y). I.b., Z is a symbol erased from
the stack and replaced by symbol Y. Here, the strings # t Z
and # t y represent the contents of the stack, and Y may be e,
the empty symbol.
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(b) If di = 2 1
 (b = e) & (y = ZY). I.e., symbol Z is not erased,
and Y is written to the right of Z. Also, a is erased From
the input string (it is replaced by e). Here, the strings
a w # and b w # represent the portions of the input string
that remain to be reduced by the computation.
(c) If d = 3 9
 (b = a) & (y = ZY). I.e., no erasures occur.
Going a step further, we let
C 1 = (# u S 1 a l ...ak v #)
M
and	 C2 = (# u' 
Sj+l v #)
be configurations of some computation. Then C1
 red uces to C2 (Cl	 C2)
if there exists a sequence of configurations H o , H l ,...,Hk , with C 1
	Ho
and C2 = H  and
H i ^- H i+l	 (i = 0 2 1,...,k-1).
The theen,
	 language accepted by an automaton A is the set of input strings
x given by
Automaton Realization of Leftmost Parses
With the PDA model as defined above, it is possible to introduce.-a
correspondence between rules of a normal-form grammar and the states and
symbols of a PDA. For all rules in the grammar of the form
Ai -+ Ai 1 Ai 2	 and A  } Akl ak2'
the A i2
	 kl	 ^1
's and A 's become states of the automaton. The A. 's become
members of N. the stack vocabulary, and the a k2 's become members of T,
the input-tape vocabulary. Note that, in this correspondence, the initial
symbol S of a grammar becomes the final state F of the PDA. What follows
is the algorithm for constructing a PDA from the rules of a normal-form
1
grammar:
i
.it-...{q.'_._ ,.	 ^	 ..	 •	 ^ L k^ ..ia^'^ a i	 d.	 rrt,a^^. 3!°!^	 _ fCx ^. u^'
- g -
Rule Ai 4 Ail Ail with contexts (Ail' as)'
If Ai is in N,
(So , Ai) 1) is in M(Al2
, as, Ail).
If Ai is in Q,
( A i , e, 1) is in 
MOW as' Ail )e
These transitions take care of all possibilities arising from case (3)
of the leftmost parsing algorithm. If A i is in N. that means that a
pair Ai 
Aj2 appears as the right part of some rule of the grammar.
Hence, A i
 is placed on top of the stack and the automaton is, placed
in the initial position for discovering Aj2 . If Ai is in Q, then Ai
is either° the second nonterminal of some rule in the grammar or the
first nonterminal in some rule of the form A
k 
4 
Ai ak2'
Rule Ak
 ; 
Akl ak2 
with contexts (K
r-1' ak2)
IfAkisinN.
(S
o s Ak	 kt, 2) is in MOW' k2a , Kr-l)'
If Ak is in Q.
(Ak , e, 2) is in M(Aki' ak2' Kr-1)'
These transitions take care of all possibilities arising from case (4)
of the leftmost parsing algorithm.
Rule A . -+ a .
	
K	 awith contexts
^	 ^1	 ( r^ s)
If A.
J 
is in N.
( So , A3 , 2) is in M(S o , as s Kr).
If A
i 
is in Q,
(Ai , e, 2) is in M(So , a s , Kr).
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These transitions take care of all possibilities arising from Case (1)
of the leftmost parsing algorithm.
Rule Aj  -*_A ii with contexts (Kr-1' as)
For every chain of rules in the grammar of the form
P 1
 = A -Y A (1) , P2	= A(1)	 ,	A(2),..., P
n = 
A(n-1) , A (n)	 with n > 2,
and such that there is at least one context (Kr-1
s
' , a') common to rules
P i ,..., Pn , we introduce transitions of the form
(A (n-1) , e, 3) is in M(A (n) , a;, Kr'_l )
(A (l) , e, 3) is in M(A (2) , as, Kr_,)
These A ( ' ) , ... ,A (n) are thus treated as states of the PDA.
For all additional contexts (Kr _ l , as ) associated with individual
rules A
i
 -} Ail , we have the following:
If A
i
 is in N.
(So , A
i
, 3) is in M(A
	 as, Kr_1)'
	
s.
If A
i
 is in Q.
(Ai , e, 3) is in M(Ail, a
s' Kr 1 ) '-
These transitions take care of all possibilities arising from case (2)
of the leftmost parsing clgorithm.
When all transitions of a machine have been defined as described
	 f
above, there results a PDA whose language is the language of the gram-
mar from which it is constructed.
11
A Simple Programming Language Translator
The following is a simplified grammar for a computer programming
language having nested block structure, conditional statements, and
arithmetic assignment statements. The ALGOL conventions are used for
representing symbols of the grammar; i.e., members of V-T are enclosed
by "("")" and members of T are not. The symbol
	 is a separator
that allows two or more rules having the same left part to be written.
together:
G:	 ( program) + (body) (stet) end
(body) + begin ( (body) 4tat)
(stat) + ( program) I (assignment )
(assignment) + (var ):=  (expr)
(expr) 4 timple expr) I (if clause)
(simple expr) else 40xpr )
(simple expr) + (term) I (simple expr) + (term)
(term) + ( factor) I ( term ) * (factor )
(factor)	 (var) I (number) I [ (expr))
(if clause )+ if (relation ) then
( relation) + (simple expr) = ( simple expr)
(var) + AIBICI ... IZ
(number) + (digit > (number) ( digit)
(dig it
 
)+ 0 1 ... 99	 ^	 ^	 S	 ^a
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The programming language G easily reduces to the following normal-
form grammar G', augmented by the addition of endmarkers:
G': S + Y 1
 #
Y l -^ Y2
 (program)
Y2+#
( program) + X 1 end
X 1
 + (body) (stat)
(body) -+ . begin I X2;
X2 + ( body ) (stat )
(stat)	 ( program) ( ( assignment )
(assignment) + X3 (expr)
X8 + ( var) :=
(expr) + (simple expr) I 
-X4 (expr)
X4 + X5 else
X5 + (if clause) (simple expr)
(simple expr) + ( term ) I X6 (term)
X6 + (simple expr) +
(term) + ( factor) I X7 (factor)
X7 + (term)*
(factor) + ( var) I (number) I X81
X8 + X9 ( expr )
X9 + [
(if clause ) + "10 then
X10 + X 1 (relation)
X11 + if
(relation >+ X12 ( simple expr)
X12 -1- ( simple expr ) =
13
(var )-► AIBICI ... 17
(number) + ^ di gi t) I ( number )
 (di gi t)
(digit) - O1l I...I9
	
What follows is a table of contexts in whiche
	 'th rules of G can
be applied during a leftmost parse of some string in L(G'):
Rule	 Contexts
S-► Y 1
 #
Y l -*.Y 2 program
Y2 -" #
(program ) -> X l end
X1 -► (body) (s tat )
(body) } begin
Udy) + X2;
X2 -► ( body ) (stat )
(stet)
	 program)
(stat	 (assignment)
(assignment) + X3 (expr)
X3
 -> Cvar ) :
(expr) ( simple expr)
(expr)	 X4 (expr)
X4 -► X5
 else
X 5 -o-Of clause ) (simple expr)
(s imple expr) -+ ( term )
(e, #)
(Y 2 , #)
(e, #) ,
(Y 2 , end	 ((body ^ end
((body),  end
(Y2 , -M n), ( (body), be in
(Y2 , ;), ((body ), ;)
((body), ; )
(( body, , end), ((body),
 ; )
( lady) , end) , (C body) , ; )
(X3, end), ( X39 ;)
( Cbody) , : =)
(X3 9 ;), (X3 , end), (X9 , ])
(X4, end , (X4 2 ;)
(X3 , else), (X9 , else)
(Cif clause), else
(Cif clause ), else	 (X3 , ;), (X3 , end),
(X9 11 1)9 ( Cif clause), +), N O +), (X3 9 +),
(X9 , +)q (X11 9 -)
F
9
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(simple expr) + X6	 (term) (X6, +), ( X6 ,	 else),	 ( X6 ,	 ;),
( X6 , end ,	 ( X6 9 _)s ( X6 9 then , NO  J)
X6 + (simple expr) + (	 (if clause) , +),	 ( X49	 +), ( X3 ,	 +),	 ( X9 ,	 +),
(X12' +)' (X11' +)
(term) -(factor) (X6, +), NO =), ( X6 , then	 , N. else)
( X65 *), ( (if clause) , *) t (X12'	 *)'
(X4 9 *), ( X9 9 	 *), (X3'	 *),
(	 (if clause ), else	 ,	 ( X39	 ;), ( X3 , end	 ,
( X9 , ]), ( (if clause) , +), ( X4 1 +),
(X3' +)f (Xg9	 +)f (X11'	 _)
(term )+ X7 (factor ) (X79 +)q (X7,	 = )t (X7 9	 then , (X7 , else)
(X7 5 ]) f (X1 9	 ;) 9 ( X7 , end
X7 +	 (term )* (X6, *), (	 Qf clause) , *), (X12'	 *)'	 (X11'	 *)
( X4 9 *)9 (X3' *)9 (X9 9 *)
(factor) + (var )
	
( X711 	 (X79 +), (X7 9 =), ( X7 6 tiiee ,
(factor ) + (number)	 (X71 else , ( X60 +) , N J% =) p ( X5, !hen),
(X6 , el se , (4, else , NO *) , ( ( if clause) ,*) ,
(X12, *), (XV * ) 0 (X9 9 *)q (X3' *)q
( (if clause ), else , ( X3 , ;), (X3 , end ,
(Xg, ]), ( ( if clause) 	 +),
 NO +),
(X39  +) . ( X9 1 +) q (Sill
 _ )
(factor) + X8 ]	 (X7, ]), ( X69 ]), ( (if clause ), )), (X12 , ])
(X11 . ]) 9 ( X4 ! ]) f (X9 2 ]) 9 X3 ! J)
X8 + X9 (expr)	 (Xg, ])
X9	 [	 (X9, I), (X7'% 	 ( X6 9 C), ((if clause) , [)
(X12, C)9 (X11. C), X3 9 C), (X4 2 C)
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(if clause )-►
 X10 then
X	 -^ X
	 (relation )
10	 11
X11 ; if
a
(relation )-} X12 (simple expr)
Xl 2 -^ (simple expr)
(var )t A
(number) -+ ( number) (digit)
(digit) -►
 011 1... 19
(X3, then), ( X4 , then
	 ( X9 , then)
( Xll , then
(X31 if , (X49 if , (X9 , if)
( X129 then
(X11' -)
(X79 A) , ( ( body ) , A) ,
(X6 9 A), (X4' A), ( X9 9 A ), (X3 , A),
(X12* A) , ( X 11 , A) , (( if clause) , A)
( (number) , 1) , ... , ( 4iumber ) , 9)
( (number) , *) , ( ( number) , +)
( (number) , _), ( (number) , then)
( (number) , else), ( 4humber)
( (number) , end
( (number) , 0 9 688 1 ( ( number) , 9) ,
( (if clause ), 0), ... ,( (if clause ), 9),
( X7 , 0960.9 (X711 9)9
(X611 	 (X6 9 9)9
(X4, 09000's (X4' 9),
(X11' 090009 (X11' 9)lp
(X12' 0)900.9 (X12' 9)9
From the table of rules and contexts, a flow chart of the PDA that
accepts L(G') can be constructed. This flow chart is abbreviated in
that, for a given state, only those contexts necessary for determining
a transition are presented. Thus, when no ambiguity will be introduced,
only the stack symbol or the input string symbol is used for determin-
ing which of several possible transitions can occur. In the flow chart,
16 -
the array N, with index i is used to represent the symbols of the
stack, and the array S. with index j, represents the symbols of the in-
put string. Note that "error exits", i.e., the instances of case (0)
in the leftmost parsing algorithm, are omitted from the flow chart. An
error is assumed to exist at any transition in which the appropriate
symbols are not present on either the input string or the stack.
The next step after synthesizing a PDA as in Figure 1 is to design
a translator for the lan jage accepted by that PDA. To do this, we
employ a notation similar to that used in [13], and available in numer-
ous versions in the current literature. The basic idea of 'the notation
is to introduce rules of translation in a one-to-one correspondence with
the rules of the original grammar. These rules of translation describe
the effect of translating the right parts of the syntactic rules with
which they are associated. As an example, we might have the following
pairing in some grammar:
Syntactic Rule:	 Rule of Translation:	 r'
(term) -+( term ) * (factor)	 ( term) (factor) multi 1
yyX
'Y
This pairing of rules can be represented as a translationrte+
s
Gt = (G, 0 9 f), where G = (V, T, P, S) is the programming language
syntax, 0 is a translated program vocabulary, and f is a one-to-one
mapping from P onto PXO*. The rule of translation given in the above
example is easily recognized as one rule for converting from standardp	 Y	 9	 9
arithmetic notation to reverse Polish notation. In the translated se-
quence (terra (factor) multiply , the translated objects corresponding
to (term) are written out in the sequence determined by the rules of
4
- 1 7 r
translation associated with the syntactic rules derived from ( term ) ,
and likewise with (factor)
	 In general, if a rule of translation is
identical  to the right part of its associated syntax rule, we write
the symbol 'I' in place of the rule of translation. If the rule of
translation is the symbol 'e', then the right part of its associated
syntax rule is not written out by the trnaslator.
We can next present the simple programming language given above
as a translation grammar:
Syntactic Rules:
G: ( program ) + ( body) ( scat) end
(body )+ begin
(body) + C body ) ( stat)
(stat) + C program)
(s tat) + ( assignment
(assignment) -+( var):=(expr
(expr) + ( simple expr)
(expr) + (i f clause)
( simple expr) else( expr)
(si mpl a expr) + ( term )
Rules of Translation:
I	 .
I
I
I
I
(var) (expr assign
I
C i f cl ause) C si mpl a expr) then
( expr) e`
I
(simple expr) + ( simple expr) + (term ) (i mpl a expr) ( term) add
term) + ( factor)	 I
(term) + ( term ) * (factor )
(factor ) -► (var)
(factor) -+ (number)
(factor) + [ ( expr) ]
(if clause) + if (relation ) then
(term  ( factor) multiply
I
numberoperand (number )
( expr )
(relation) if
w 1 8 -
( relation) + (simple expr) (1) =(simple expr) (2)(simple expo l)
 !simple expr) (2)
 S^uals
(var) + A
	
variableoperand p
M
(var) + Z	 variableoperand Z
(number ) + (di gi t) 	 I
(number ) + (number) 4jigi t ) 	 10 (number) multiply (digit) add
(digit) + 0	 I
(digit) + 9	 I
The details of the translator grammar can be explained briefly:
Essentially, arithmetic expressions and relations are translated into
reverse-Polish strings through the rules of translation. Conditional ex-
pressions are rearranged so that if, then, and else become labels in the
translated program, and the device that interprets the translated program
contains routines for passing to the statements directly following if,
then, or else as appropriate. Since the effect of interpreting the trans-
lated program is to coalesce assignment statements into a single resultant
operand that is the "value" of the assigned expression, the semicolon ";"
that separates program statements is written into the translated program
so that the interpreting mechanism can erase the resultant operand of an
assignment. begin and end are likewise written in sequence into the trans-
lated program so that the interpretor of this program can maintain a list
of valid identifiers corresponding to the program's nested block structure.
The translator of Figure 2 is thus a relatively straightforward ex-
tension of the PDA in Figure 1, with the additional structure arising from
- 1 A i
the appropriate rules of translation. The sequencing of operators to
follow pairs of operands is accomplished by noting that state trans-
itions such as the one that recognizes the sequence
(simple expr) + ( term )
in Figure l are appropriate points for writing out operators (here,
"add") into the translated program. Likewise, a rule of transition
such as
numberoperand (number)
requires some temporary storage in the translator to store the symbols
that comprise (number), finally writing out the translated sequence
Code ('numberoperand')
Code (temporarystore).
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Deterministic and Extended Deterministic Automata
A pushdown automaton A is called deterministic if M is a (partial)
mapping from Q x T x N into Q x N x D. This is equivalent to saying
that, for every configuration C 1
 of machine A. there is at most one
configuration C2
 such that C 1 ^— C2 . Hence, for every x in L(A), there
exists exactly one leftmost parse, and L(A) is unambiguous. However,
the notion of a deterministic PDA is a relatively restricted one, and,
in the following paragraphs, we present one method for extending this
notion.
A machine A will be called extended deterministic (abbreviated XD)
if, for every string x in L(A), there exists only one sequence of con-
figurations Clx' C 	 ...9 Cnx such that
C lx -(#So x#)9 Cnx-(#F#)
and	 C i x }— Ci+1 x	 for i = 1,..., n-l.
Obviously, a deterministic PDA is extended deterministic, but not
conversely. It is also clear that the class of XD-PDA ' s corresponds to
the class of unambiguous CFL's. However, it is well known that no
general algorithm exists for testing a CFL for ambiguity. Rather than
addressing ourselves to the solution of an unsolvable problem, we choose
to look at a more restricted version of the problem: Namely, in terms
of our leftmost parsing algorithm, in which grammars can the necessity,
of backtracking during a computation be eleminated? Essentially, our
solution to this problem involves an algorithm for extending our notion
of a PDA to include  the capability of keeping track of all al ter-nati ves
that arise during a computation over an input string and for reading the
input tape one symbol at a time without backing up.
:fig
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Multiple Configurations
A multiple configuration C' of some machine A is a triple
C' = ((# v i sa.., # vm) Sc a w #),
where v l ,...,vm are in N* and SC
 is in P(Q)-Q s where P(Q) is the set of
subsets of Q, aw is in T* as before, and the number of states in Sc
is M.
Given a PDA, let F- be the relation on
t
(# N* x Q x T* #) UO N* x ... x#N*x (P(Q)-Q) xT*#)
defined as follows:
I. Let C 1 = (# v g S 1 a w #), where g is in N. a is in T. S1 is in Q,
v is in N*, and w is in T*.
(a) i. -t SC = {ci : [(c is b i t 1) E M(S i s as g)]}.
Then, C'2 = ( (# v b 1 , ... , # v b k ) Sc a w #)
and C1 f-- C2. We say that
M(S l , a, g) = ( Sc , ( b l ,... sb k ) s 1)
(b) Let Sc = {c i : [( c i 9 bit 2) E M(S l s a, g)I}.
Then, C2 = ((# v g b l ,..., # v g b k ) Sc w #)
and C1
	
2^- C'. We say that
M(S 1 , a, g } = (Sc , (b l , ... ,b k ) s 2)
(c) Let Sc = {c i . [(cis b i , 3) E M(Sls a t g)J}.
Then, C2 = ((# v g b l ,..., # v g b k ) Sc a w #)
and C1 ^-- C2. We say that
M( S 1 . as g ) = (Sc s (bl,...,bk)g 3)
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II. Let Ci = ((# v l b l ,...,# v  bt) Sad w #), where the b  are in
No the vi are in N*, Sa is in P(Q)-Q, d is in To and w is in T*.
(a) Let
SB = { B i : (:3 a i ) [(ai E Sa ) & (B i 9 c i f 3) E M ( aj , d, b^)]}.
U { a k : ( ak E Sa ) &H Q x N x 2 ;^ M(ak , d, bk)]
V[ Q x N x 1
	 M(a k , d, bk)]]}
Then,
C2 = ( (# v i l b i l c i l ,... ,# v i j bij c i j , # vkl bkl , ... 9 # vkm pVm)
SB w #)
and Ci ^— C2. We say-that
M(Sa
^ d, (bil^...,bih)) _ (SB' (cil...ci^)q 3)
r
(b) Let
SB	 ^	 ^i= {B' ( sa•)[(a. E Sa ) & [(Bi, cis 1) E M(aj
	
Pll, d,b
ti( aak )[( ak E Sa ) & (Q x N x 3 Q M(a k , d, bk)]}
U{a k : f ak E Sa ) & Q x N x 2	 M(ak , d, b k ) ) &
ti ( a ai )[( aj E Sa ) & ( G x N x 3 ;2 M(a^, d, b^) ] }
Then,
CZ = ((# vil c l ,..., # viu ^:u , # vkl bkl+..., # vkt bkt ) SB d w #)
and Ci ^— C2. We say that
M(Sa , d, (bil,...,biv)) = ( SB , (c19..8,cu), 1)
(c) Let
SB = { B i : ( a ai )[(ai E Sa ) & [ ( B i , c i , 2) E M ( aj , d, bJA
& ti ( H ak)[(a k E Sa ) & (Q x N x 3	 M(ak, d, bk)]
& ti (a ah )[(ah E Sa ) & (Q x N x 3 = M(ah , d, bh)]}
_.._	 r'.,.'f3a ^. x..._:)	 _.	 aS.C4^Y +	^^`'•.s3:r
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Then,
C2 - ((# vil bil C l , ... ,# v ip bip cp) SB w #)
and Ci ^-- C2	 We say that
M(Sa 9 d, (bilj...,bil)) = (S B 9 (cl,...,cp), 2)
We see that the transitions from a single state to a multiple con-
figuration and from one multiple configuration to another or to a single
state preserve the actions of the leftmost parsing algorithm. That Is,
a reduction sequence over a string x is contained in any reduction se-
quence involving multiple configurations. The extra stacks used during
a multiple computation simply keep track of additional possibilities
until all but one sequence of configurations is eliminated.
In part I of the definition, note that the transitions are not
u6iquely defined if, for a state s and a particular pair of symbols
(a, b),
(S x N x 1	 M(s, a,b)) & (S x N x 2 ;2 M(s, a, b))
V (S x N x 3 z M(s, a, b) & (S x N x 2 ;2 M(s, a, b))
In both of these circumstances, the necessity of simultaneously erasing
and not erasing the same input tape symbol (a) during one transition is
not compatible with our algorithm. The presence of such a transition may
imply that lookahead techniques should be used to decide which of the two
or more transitions shou l d take place. These methods will be discussed
:g
in another paper.;.
If there exists a state q in some multiple configuration Sq , and
such that q is descended from two or more states yil,..., yiq in Sy
for which
M( Sy, a, b) = (S q , (cl,...$ cn )9 d)
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then ^- is not uniquely defined for this transition. This is because
there is no longer a one-to-one association of pushdown store strings
and states of Sq . In such a case, more than cne possible leftmost parse
may exist for a string of the machine's language. When these two degenerate
cases arise during the construction of an XD-PDA, it is instructive to-re-
write the PDA as a rightmost parsing algorithm to see whether the same
problems arise when parsing strings of a language from right to left.
For a PDA in which multiple configurations are definable, we say
that Cil F= Cim when there exists a sequence of (possibly multiple) con-
figurations 
Cil'" ''Cim such that
Cik ^_ Ci,k+l	 for k = 1
9 6.6 9
 m-1.
The language of an automaton A in which multiple configurations are de-
finable is then given by
L(A) _ {x: (x E T* --{e}) &C(# So x)	 ( F #)^
V D so x #)	 (( v l ,...,	 vn ) SF )J
& (S F
 E P(Q)-Q)
& ( a g i )C( g i E SF ) & ( q i = F) & (v i = e)]]}
With these preceding definitions in mind, we can then state the following
theorems that are proved in [101.
Theorem 1. Let A be a PDA for which F- i y uniquely defined for all
multiple configurations. Let
A' _ (Q ' ,
 i s N ' 9 M '1, D9 # So  F)
with	 Q' c P(Q), N' c N UNx ... x N, and M' the original M of A to-
gether with the transitions defined on multiple configurations.
Then, L(A) = L(A').
That this is so follows from the observation that, for }-- uniquely de-
fined on multiple configurations of A, all computations of A over some
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string x in L (A) are contained in a single computation of A' over that
string. Conversely, no computation of A' over some string x will suc-
ceed unless x is in L(A).
Theorem 2. Let A be a PDA having multiple configurations for which ^-
is uniquely defined. Then L( A) is unambiguous.
That this is so arises from the fact that the conditions for uniqueness
of ^— also insure unique leftmost parses of a particular language.
A Simple XD-PDA
The following is a grammar of Irons 16 ] chosen to illustrate simply
the techniques that we have developed for constructing XD-PDA's.
f
	 G:S;aEIBd
E b 	 B Ac
D c f	 A a b
In terms of our PDA model, this grammar results in an XD acceptor as
ilustrated in Table 2. In this table an asterisk * is used to indicate
that a particular symbol in that position need not be read. 	 -•.
.r
Ay,
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Table 2. The Acceptor for L(G)
Present	 Input	 Stack
	
Next	 Stack	 Instruction
State	 Symbol
	 Symbol	 State Symbols	 D
Written
So b * So X2 2
c * X3 e 2
a * (So ,X4) (XI	e) 2
( So OX4 ) b * (S09A) (X2 ,e) 2
c * X3 e 2
a * NOY (Xl ,e) 2
( S0 ,A) b * So X2 2
c * (X396) (e,e) 2
a * (So9X4) (X l ,e) 2
(X39 B) d # S e 2
f X2 D e 2
D # X2 E e 1
E #
XI
S e 1
S # # - - -
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Upper Bounds on Storage and Computation Times
In this section, we propose to derive upper bounds on stack length
and number of configurations required for a computation by a deterministic
PDA. Let x = a 1 ... an be an input string to some PDA, and let
y = # x 1 ...xm represent the string of symbols on the stack at some point
during a computation. Then, after symbol a  is erased by the PDA
f	 (k = 1,..., n), there are at most (k + 1) symbols on the stack. This
is so because, by the definition of a PDA,
(a) For each input symbol erased, at most one symbol can be written
on the stack.
(b) For each stack symbol erased, at most one symbol can take its
place.
Hence, in particular, there are never more than (n + 1) symbols on the
stack, where n is the length of the input string.
In the case of a PDA with multiple-state configurations, there can
never be more than k stacks active at once, where k is the number of
states of the PDA. Hence, for such a PDA, there is an upper bound of
k(n + 1) symbols stored on stacks during a computation.
In order to arrive at an upper bound for computation time of a PDA,
we must first discover certain additional properties of the PDA model
a
introduced in this paper. A good beginning is to discover an upper bound'
on the number of actions that can be taken by a PDA without erasing an
input string symbol during a computation.
Let p be the number of rules in the grammar for the PDA such that
the rules form a chain
A ;A(i)	 (i+l) i = 1,..., p - 1,
F^ .
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such that all the rules of the chain have at least one context in common,
and such that p denotes the length of the longest chain of rules of this
sort in the grammar. Then, without the erasure of a symbol from the
stack, at most p state transitions can occur during a computation.
If q k symbols are on the stack after input string symbol ak
 has
been erased, at most
(1 + q k) (P+1)
state transitions can occur before ak+l is erased. If only w k symbols
are removed from the stack, then at most
0 + wk ) (p + 1)	 wk _ 0 9 1 9 040 9 qk
state transitions can take place before a k+l is erased.
We can then ask what total number of symbols can be erased from the
stack during any computation. I.e., what is the maximum value of
nI wk ?
k=1
to answer this question, we note again that our PDA model only allows
a new stack symbol to be written as a result of the erasure of an input
string symbol. Since for an input string of length n no more than n new
symbols can be written on the stack, no more than n symbols can be ex-
tracted from the stack during any computation.
Hence,
nI w < n.
k=1 k
Finally, we can arrive at an upper -bound on the number of configura-
tions that can appear during a computation of a PDA over a string x of
length n.
M
:tea
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MAX < (n + i/ + ( p + 1) (w 1 +...+ wn + n)
or MAX < n(2p + 3) + 1
We also know that
MAX < n + 1,
where this lower bound is reached when the PDA acceptor of some language
has an empty stack vocabulary, i.e., is a fln^' *e-state acceptor. Hence,
n+1< MAX <n(2p+3)+l
This upper bound on the number of configurations during a computatiocg
also holds for the XD-PDA's having multiple-state configurations. This
is because the computations of the nondeterministic PDA from which the
XD version was constructed are all included in the computations of the
XD version.
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